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Data & Analytics

Online retailers have mastered the art of understanding 
visitors to their stores. This has proven to be competitive 
and profitable business advantage. What if you would 
understand the customers visiting your store in person 
even better than the online shoppers? Location Analytics 
Services levels the playing field by providing you the 
information you need about your shop visitors to optimize 
your business, while improving the customers’ shopping 
experience. 

Location Analytics 
Services

Insights from Location Analytics Services

PASSER-BY
Know how many visitors are 
passing by a certain location

ADVERTISING
Know the real impact of  

advertising and campaigns

QUEUE TIME
Know how long visitors have 

to wait in line

TARGETING
Know which customer your  

sales personnel should prioritize

DWELL TIME
Know how long visitors stay 

in your store

ROUTES
Know how visitors walk th-

rough your store

RETURN VISIT
Know how often and when a 

visitor returns to a store

BENCHMARK
Compare stores and  
optimize their layout
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Benefit for Retailers

How it works

REDUCE  
PERSONNEL COSTS

INCREASE STORE 
VISITS

IMPROVE SALES  
EFFECTIVENESS

INCREASE CUSTOMER  
RETENTION

1. Capture signals  
from mobile devices

2. Anonymize data and  
provide opt-out

3. Big Data processing for 
unlimited scaling

4. Deliver valuable  
insights to store  

managers and visitors

5. Connect with external 
data for additional  

benefits


